
1 Chandrayaan propulsion, lander modules
separate 

1 No more bulk SIM cards as govt. steps in to curb
fraud 

1 Now, drones to monitor progress, quality of
assets produced at MGNREGS worksites 

10 Fighting stereotypes 

10 Gaps in Births and Deaths Registration
(Amendment) Act 

10 Noble intentions 

10 Word choice in data protection law, a dilution of
rights 

12 India tops AI projects in GitHub

14 President Murmu launches warship Vindhyagiri 

14 CJI asks if petitioners want SC to assess govt.’s
‘wisdom’ in repealing Article 370 

16 NDMA starts testing cell broadcast technology 

16 Flood forecast app launched by Water
Commission 

16 WHO chief asks nations to unlock power of
traditional medicine 

II Heat stress poses health risks for salt pan
workers, finds study 

3 Bibek Debroy article for new Constitution: PM
panel says not our view

3 Lander departs successfully, 5 days to Moon
touchdown

6 L-G launches initiative to integrate
blockchain tech with Delhi forensic lap app

8 President launches Navy's stealth frigate:
Step towards goal of Atmanirbhar Bharat

9 On argument of Art 370 'permanence', SC
asks: How were amendments made

9 Govt, WHO chief stress importance of
traditional medicine

10 Govt: Telcos must verify SIM dealers, no bulk
sales

12 STANDING THE GROUND

12 Missed opportunity

15 Two years of Taliban rule

16 A pig kidney works in a donated human body
for over a month

17 Headline inflation to remain 'well above' 6% in
Q2: RBI article

17 Bond, T-Bill yields see sharp rise as inflation
spikes, liquidity tightens
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